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accelerate Increase in rate, amount, or extent.
The car accelerated.

advancement Encouragement of the progress or growth or acceptance of something.
Technological advancements.

automation The condition of being automatically operated or controlled.
Unemployment due to the spread of automation.

briskly In an impatient or brusque way.
She walked briskly into the building.

continue Continue talking.
She continued as deputy mayor for another year.

continued Without stop or interruption.
He asked for their continued support.

decelerate Reduce or cause to reduce in speed.
The train began to decelerate.

efficient (of a person) working in a well-organized and competent way.
An energy efficient heating system.

expedite Process fast and efficiently.
He promised to expedite economic reforms.

expeditiously With speed and efficiency.
The directors will move expeditiously to reach a conclusion.

forwarding The act of sending on to another destination.
The Royal Mail s forwarding service.

hasten Move hurridly.
We hastened back to Paris.

improvement An example of improving or being improved.
Their improvements increased the value of the property.
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ongoing Continuing; still in progress.
An ongoing economic crisis.

procedural
Relating to court practice and procedure as opposed to the principles of
law.
There had been several procedural errors in dealing with the call.

procedure A mode of conducting legal and parliamentary proceedings.
The procedure of obtaining a driver s license.

process A mental process that you are not directly aware of.
Process a loan.

processing Preparing or putting through a prescribed procedure.
The processing of newly arrived immigrants.

progress Cause a task or undertaking to make progress.
He listened for the progress of the troops.

progression A passage or movement from one note or chord to another.
Good opportunities for career progression.

progressively Steadily; in stages.
Successive governments progressively increased expenditure on welfare.

protocol An amendment or addition to a treaty or convention.
The low doses of morphine recommended in the protocol.

quicken Show signs of life.
She quickened her pace desperate to escape.

quickly With rapid movements.
Reg s illness progressed frighteningly quickly.

simplify Make (something) simpler or easier to do or understand.
We had to simplify the instructions.

speed Of a motorist travel at a speed that is greater than the legal limit.
The car that crashed was speeding.

stage Perform a play especially on a stage.
Then we embarked on the second stage of our Caribbean cruise.

step Step aerobics.
She is always stepping on others to get ahead.

surge (of an electric voltage or current) increase suddenly.
Stimulated a surge of speculation.

undeterred
Persevering with something despite setbacks.
Pursued his own path undeterred by lack of popular appreciation and
understanding.
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